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Vision Silver FC5
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New World Series

Vision Series
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Vision Series of globes is available in six colours with beautifully screen-printed maps to suit any 
interior colour scheme. The globes are mounted on a solid brushed aluminium base and the cartography 
is up-to-date with approximately 500 place names included.

Anglo 
25cm (10”) diameter, 34cm (13”) height

The Anglo globe series is Designed 
in Denmark by Claus Jensen & 
Henrik Holbaek  and is available 
with red, black or slate coloured 
oceans, all with distinctive silver 
mapping. The Anglo globe’s base is 
of metal and chromed steel. 

Vision Red FC7 Vision Mint FC4A Vision Black FC6 Vision Amethyst FC9

Anglo Red

Anglo Black

Vision Almond FC?

Anglo Slate
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Capital Q LED
30cm (12”) diameter, 32cm (13”) height

The UK’s first rechargeable, wireless illuminated globe, using state-of-the-
art and light emitting diode technology.  This globe has between 6 and 8 
hours battery life.  Designed in Denmark by Kristoffer Zeuthen. CODE: QLED
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New World Series

Expression
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Expression globes are available in three map colours and 
each model features an aluminium stem with a contrasting 
black base. The cartography is up-to-date with approximately 
500 place names included.

Expression Silver FC5R

Expression Black FC6R

Expression Mint FC4

Capital Q
30cm (12”) diameter, 32cm (13”) height

The Capital Q has a unique stand which gives it its name! The globe ball can be rotated 360 degrees , or 
removed completely giving the user a more tactile experience. The sturdy base is made from rubber and 
aluminium. International dialling and Internet codes are included in the cartography. Available in four 
contemporary map colours. Designed in Denmark by Kristoffer Zeuthen.

Capital Q White QW Capital Q Black QB Capital Q Mint QM

Capital Q Silver QS
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Stem Reflection (lit)
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Reflection FC8

Stem Reflection (unlit)
Stem Red

Reflection
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Reflection globe ball features an award-winning 
design effect that turns the oceans from white to black 
when illuminated. The ball is mounted on a solid dark ash 
wood base and aluminium stem. International dialling and 
Internet codes are included in the cartography.

Stem
30cm (12”) diameter, 112cm (44”) height

The Stem is available in both “Reflection” and red 
ocean colour schemes, both of which are illuminated. 
The metal stand is finished in chrome for a striking 
appearance. The globe is illuminated using a discreet 
foot operated switch.

New World Series

Nodo
The Nodo is a new contemporary globe for this 
year and features an interesting design effect that 
makes it the brightest globe in the range, despite 
using the same low wattage bulbs as our other 
illuminated globes. The white globe ball has red 
text and is mounted on a stylish chromed steel 
base with a striking red electrical cord. Illuminated.

Nodo
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National Geographic Series

The Gold Executive
The Gold Executive features a gun metal style die-cast 
meridian and walnut base. 

The Neon Executive
The Neon Executive features a solid oak base with a turned 
brass stem. 

The Carbon Executive
The carbon features a transparent plastic meridian and a 
dark grey scratch resistant plastic base that houses a metal 
weight for added stability. 

The Silicon Executive
The Silicon features a unique scratch resistant plastic semi 
meridian and weighted base designed with stability in 
mind.

Gold Executive NG2AE

Neon Executive  NG4A(E)

Carbon Executive
NG1A(E)

The Silicon NG7A

Introducing the brand new National Geographic globes. The cartography shows clear political boundaries 
with over 2,000 place names and the maps come in both blue and antique ocean colourways.  The bases, 
spindles and meridians have been carefully selected to complement the National Geographic-approved 
globe maps and ensure that there is something to suit all tastes and room or office settings. All these National 
Geographic globes are 30 cm (12”) in diameter and all except the Iron and Silicon models are available in 
illuminated or non-illuminated options. These globes are supplied complete with National Geographic tie-
tags and illustrated point of sale packaging to enable retailers to take full advantage of this prestigious brand.
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The Oxygen NG6B

The Neon Classic NG5B The Gold Classic NG2B

The Oxygen
The Oxygen features a rubber base and aluminium stem.

The Neon Classic
The Neon Classic features a solid maple base and aluminium stem. 

The Gold Classic
The Gold Classic features a gun metal style die-cast meridian and solid 
beech wood base. 

The Carbon Classic
The Carbon Classic features a transparent plastic meridian and a dark 
grey plastic base that houses a metal weight for added stability. 

The Silicon Classic
The Silicon Classic features a unique thick plastic semi meridian and 
weighted base design designed with added stability in mind. Illuminated 
only.

The Carbon Classic NG1B

The Silicon Classic NG7B
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National Geographic Series

The Iron
The Iron is the first in the vision series to combine a floorstanding, modern globe design with a highly 
detailed map thus satisfying the need for both contemporary form and function. The globe ball is 
mounted on a chromed steel stem and solid chromed steel base. Illuminated only.

Introducing the brand new National Geographic 
globes. The cartography shows clear political 
boundaries with over 2,000 place names and 
the maps come in both blue and antique ocean 
colourways.  The bases, spindles and meridians have 
been carefully selected to complement the National 
Geographic-approved globe maps and ensure that 
there is something to suit all tastes and room or 
office settings. All these National Geographic globes 
are 30 cm (12”) in diameter and all except the Iron 
and Silicon models are available in illuminated or 
non-illuminated options. These globes are supplied 
complete with National Geographic tie-tags and 
illustrated point of sale packaging to enable retailers 
to take full advantage of this prestigious brand.
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The Falmouth
23cm (9”) diameter, 25cm (10”) height

The Falmouth features a turned British 
oak base with solid brass meridian and 
fittings.
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23cm (9”) Desktop Globes

Designed in the UK with the smaller room, study or office in mind, our 23 cm 
(9”) desktop globes have all the features of our larger desktop models. Each 
component has been carefully selected and assembled to ensure years of 
enduring appeal. The globe balls are made using traditional techniques, with 
the paper map laid over the fibreboard sphere. The up-to-date cartography 
shows clear political boundaries with over 4,000 place names. These globes 
are made using sustainable, recycled and recyclable materials and come 
complete with a booklet on how to use, enjoy and care for your globe. 

The Captain
23cm (9”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Captain features a turned British oak base 
and solid brass fittings.

The Award
23cm (9”) diameter, 30cm (12”) height

The Award features wood veneered plinth 
base and solid brass fittings.

The Keats
23cm (9”) diameter, 30cm (12”) height

The Keats features turned British oak base and 
solid brass fittings and is available in either 
antique or blue ocean style.

The Bradley Junior
23cm (9”) diameter, 30cm (12”) height

The Bradley Junior is the best selling globe of 
its size. It features a gold tone metal meridian 
and a mahogany veneered base.

Captain 953MRA

Award 953TBA
Keats Antique Keats Political

Bradley Junior 953AMDF
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30cm (12”) Desktop Globes

Bookbase 1274ABB Trophy 1274TBATennyson
Bookbase 1274ASBB

Our  desktop   globes  are  designed  and  assembled  in the UK 
using quality materials. The classic and sophisticated styling 
complements any home or office setting and ensures years 
of enjoyment. The globe  balls are made using traditional 
techniques, with the paper map laid over the fibreboard sphere. 
The up-to-date cartography shows clear political boundaries 
with over 4,000 place names. These globes are made using 
sustainable, recycled and recyclable materials and come complete 
with a booklet on how to use, enjoy and care for your globe. 

The Bradley
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Bradley features a painted metal meridian and
a mahogany veneered base.

The Tennyson Bookbase
30cm (12”) diameter, 40cm (16”) height

The Tennyson Bookbase features a metal
meridian on a hand finished resin base.

The Bookbase
30cm (12”) diameter, 40cm (16”) height

The Bookbase features a metal
meridian on a hand finished resin base.

The Trophy
30cm (12”) diameter, 42cm (17”) height

The Trophy features solid brass fittings
and a wood veneered base. This globe
is ideal for adding a presentation
plaque for a commemorative or
corporate gift.

Bradley 1274RRA

Bradley 1274RRA
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Bradley Illuminated 1274EA
(UNLIT)

Tennyson Bookbase 
Illuminated 1274EASBB (LIT)

Bookbase Illuminated 1274EABB (LIT)

Designed and assembled in the UK, our range of illuminated globes 
offers traditional styling with the added feature of a subtle glow at 
the flick of a switch. Each component has been carefully selected for 
its quality. The vinyl globes feature up-to-date cartography with clear 
political boundaries and either traditional blue or antique-style ocean 
colours, ensuring timeless appeal. These mains operated globes are 
made using sustainable materials and come complete with replaceable 
15 watt bulb and a booklet on how to use, enjoy and care for your globe. 

The Bookbase Illuminated
30cm (12”) diameter, 40cm (16”) height

The Bookbase features a metal 
meridian on a hand finished resin base.

The Bradley Illuminated
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The best selling illuminated globe of its 
size.
The Bradley Illuminated features a
painted metal meridian and a
mahogany wood veneered base.

The Tennyson Bookbase
30cm (12”) diameter, 40cm (16”) height

The Tennyson Bookbase features a
metal meridian on a hand finished
resin base.

30cm (12”) Illuminated Globes

The Bradley Illuminated (LIT)
1274EA



30cm (12”) Children’s Globes

CGE World Globes
Unit N, Harlow House, Shelton Road, Corby. NN17 5XH

Web: www.cgeglobes.co.uk Email: sales@cgeglobes.co.uk 
Tel: 01536 262634  Fax: 01536 201797

corporate sales - commemorative plaques - exclusives - education

Activity ‘Hands On’

Activity

The Activity ‘Hands On’
30cm (12”) diameter, 34cm (13”) height

Designed for children and weighted to stay at any angle on its rubber base. The Activity ‘Hands On’ 
cartography includes animals, people and places of interest. Supplied with an information reference card. 

The Activity Illuminated
30cm (12”) diameter, 39cm (15”) height

The Activity Illuminated is also designed for children. Cartography includes animals, people and places of 
interest. The globe features a durable blue plastic meridian and base and is supplied with an information 
reference card.  Mains operated and should be used with supervision.


